“Free institutions are next to impossible in a country
made up of different nationalities. Among a people
without fellow-feeling, especially if they read and
speak different languages, the united public opinion,
necessary to the working of representative
government, cannot exist.”
~ Enoch Powell ~
The barbaric racist massacre in New Zealand has shocked the world. It has
also shone a light on one of the most worrying things in contemporary
society: the rise of communal and cultural tensions. Whether it’s the
hundreds of Europeans slaughtered by Islamist terrorists in recent years or
the murder of Jews by a white extremist in the US or this killing of 49
Muslims by a self-styled defender of the white race, identity-based conflict
is intensifying. It is ridiculous to blame this on President Trump’s Twitter
feed, or the right-wing media, or the tiny white-supremacist movement, as
some people are doing in relation to the NZ massacre. Instead we have to
dig down into the scourge of identity politics, which increasingly seems to
be the only political game in town, and the way it has rehabilitated racial
thinking, cultural division, and competitive grievance. spiked’s rallying cry
for the whole 18 years of its existence feels as urgent as ever: we need a
humanist politics, a politics of common values, a politics of democratic
engagement over communal separatism, not this relentless race into the
cesspit of identitarian warring.
~ Brendan O’Neill ~

New Zealand: The Barbarism of Identity Politics
The obscene act of racist mass murder in New Zealand has shocked the
world. The massacre of 49 human beings will always be a deeply disturbing
act. This is an attack on Muslims, on religious freedom, and on humanity,
and every decent person will want to offer their condolences and solidarity
to the people of New Zealand. As we offer our solidarity, we also want to
try to understand why things like this happen.
To fold this barbarism into a narrative about a surging threat of white
supremacy or even Islamophobia overlooks what feels terrifyingly
mainstream about the ideas that appear to have energised and inspired
this racist mass murderer – namely, the politics of identity. The relentless
reduction of people to cultural beings is unleashing terrible conflict.
https://www.spiked-online.com/2019/03/15/new-zealand-the-barbarism-ofidentity-politics

Making Use of a Massacre
The shell casings barely stopped bouncing on the floor in the second of
two mosques in Christchurch New Zealand, before the rush to politicize the
massacre began. There is no decency anymore. Terrorism is a gray, murky
territory, but this attack in New Zealand isn’t terrorism…. it literally is the
work of a lone mad-man. There isn’t a group behind him, his ideology is
unique, and he is a bizarre fantasist craving attention and fame. The best
we can all do is to give him none!
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/making-use-of-a-massacre/

Brad Johnson on New Zealand Mosque Massacre
The lies about it are really unsubtle with Trump’s picture headlining
Newspapers saying the terrorist supported Trump when he clearly stated in
his manifesto that he did not. It slowly came out that he is a Serbian
Christian orthodox and if you look at the weapon there are a bunch of
names written on it – are the intended victims – all of that is BS - all lies –
the globalist.
https://vladtepesblog.com/2019/03/15/brad-johnson-on-the-new-zealandmosque-shooting/

Christchurch, Conservatism, and Fascism
This manifesto is “anti-Muslim,” but it is dangerous to dismiss the
shooter's writings as solely “Islamophobia.” Instead, it needs to be
recognized for what it is - a piece of writing that, while disjointed and
“memey” at times, is fascist to its core. Not only does the author give us
his biggest influence - Sir Oswald Mosley - but his second section shows
that he is very well read when it comes to fascist literature. Don’t sweep
what he wrote under the rug and don’t blame Republicans or Democrats
for “radicalizing” this shooter. Now more than ever, we need to
debate specifically against Fascists - just as we did against Communists
back in the day - for Christchurch, and the future Christchurches that will
happen unless we change our course.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/03/christchurch_conservati
sm_and_fascism.html#ixzz5iOAxTpZ0

Canada
Trudeau going soft on SNC-Lavalin’s corruption
could cost Canada a lot
Thanks to one crooked company, Canada has had the shameful honour of
dominating the World Bank’s corruption list since 2013. If SNC-Lavalin ends
up being tried and convicted, maybe it really would sink the company. But
maybe that would be better than Canada being viewed as being weak in
enforcing the law against a company that has so openly flouted it for so
long. SNC-Lavalin’s record from 1996 to 2011 is abysmal.
https://business.financialpost.com/opinion/jack-mintz-trudeau-going-softon-snc-lavalins-corruption-could-cost-canada-a-lot

Brad Wall: SNC-Lavalin's VIP treatment is a slap in
the face to the West
At a time of historic job losses and dimming prospects, the federal
government has actually sought to make things worse. Juxtaposed against
the existential risk the federal government took to save far fewer jobs at
SNC-Lavalin is its apparent determination to pass Bill C-69, which industry
has said will make it harder if not impossible to secure approvals for future

pipeline proposals. It sure seems that no PMO effort was made to
Environment Minister Catherine McKenna or Natural Resources Minister
Amarjeet Sohi to “influence” and assure the scrapping of C-69 for example.
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/brad-wall-snc-lavalins-vip-treatment-is-aslap-in-the-face-to-the-west

Enoch Powell, “Rivers of Blood” and the Fate of
White Canada: Part I
If “Londonistan” is already here, then the specter of “Great Britainistan”
looms menacingly over the horizon. The immigrants will bide their time
until they are able to replace Britain’s rulers with someone who shares their
own religious values and racial phenotype. When that terrible day comes,
they will turn their knives, guns and bombs on the white man. What began
as an open spigot that slowly trickled blood, will become a fast-moving
torrent if whites continue to stand by and do nothing.
https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2019/03/enoch-powell-rivers-of-blood-andfate-white-canada.html#more

Enoch Powell, “Rivers of Blood” and the Fate of
White Canada: Part II
The immigrant’s deteriorating economic performance and increasing
residential segregation will reach crisis proportions, as long as immigration
is allowed to continue. The immigrant problem is further exacerbated by
massive white flight and the hostile elite’s demonization of Canada’s
founding stock as “evil white racists.” This has created a toxic cauldron of
racial hatred and jealousy that will explode into a seething, violent rage. If
immigration is not stopped and the non-whites repatriated, Canadian
whites will become the Boer farmers of North America, surrounded by
mobs of angry non-whites threatening them with genocide unless they
hand over more and more of the “magic dirt.”
https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2019/03/enoch-powell-rivers--blood-fatewhite-canada-part2.html

EXCLUSIVE: Rebel uncovers where terrorist Omar
Khadr hid $3M of his ill-gotten payout

Trudeau structured the payout to Khadr in secrecy making it difficult for
Khadr’s living victims to execute the $134M wrongful-death judgment they
won against him in a US court. Khadr and his lawyers have, so
far, sheltered that money from seizure. It was safely hidden away, until
now. If Khadr moves this money, I’ll do everything I can to find it again. I
will do my best to find that other $7M so that it ends up in the hands of
the people who deserve it, and not as a real estate nest egg, padding the
retirement plan of an unrepentant cold-blooded killer.
https://www.therebel.media/exclusive-rebel-uncovers-where-khadr-hid3m-of-his-ill-gotten-payout

Why is the RCMP trying to recruit at a Muslim
Brotherhood affiliated Mosque?
Canadians need to have faith in the institutions designed to protect them,
and at least one recent development will not help the RCMP’s credibility.
On March 1st, 2019 the RCMP held a recruitment session at Masjid Toronto,
a mosque that is a part of the Muslim Association of Canada (MAC), a
group that openly affiliates itself as inspired by the Muslim Brotherhood.
Their mere presence at Masjid Toronto should raise eyebrows considering
the mosque’s recent controversies.
https://www.thepostmillennial.com/why-is-the-rcmp-trying-to-recruit-at-amuslim-brotherhood-affiliated-mosque

Please sign this
Petition:
E-2012: Petition to the Government of Canada
The UN has been shown to be unsuccessful, in the 70th year of its
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, of respecting its own protocols by
electing some of the worst human rights abusers to the Human Rights
Council;
https://petitions.ourcommons.ca/en/Petition/Sign/e-2012

C3RF Member Update – 15/03/19

This week's "update" discusses my less-than-optimal success rate in
getting Op-Ed pieces published. Article is bolstered with an example that
asks the question: Sharia in Canada; is Ontario the canary in the coal
mine? Please feel free to distribute as the MSM is dead set against doing
so.
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2019/03/14/C3RF-MemberUpdate---15-March-2019

Freedom of Speech
Censoring Judge Jeanine
What, then, Pirro asked, was the source of Omar’s Jew-hatred? “Think
about it,” Pirro went on. “Omar wears a hijab, which according to the
Koran 33:59 tells women to cover so that they don’t get molested. Is her
adherence to this Islamic doctrine indicative of her adherence to sharia
law, which in itself is antithetical to the United States Constitution?” This
question was a perfectly legitimate one.
https://pjmedia.com/homeland-security/censoring-judge-jeanine/

Anti-Semitism
Equivocating on Condemnation of Anti-Semitism
While it had several statements condemning anti-Semitic libels, it also
asserted that in the wake of 9/11, Muslims shouldn’t be associated with
terrorism, and that it is “unfair,” “irrational,” and “prejudicial” to believe
that [some] Muslims sympathize with terrorism or those who oppress
women, Jews and minorities (thus denying Sharia’s ideology). The
resolution also calls on law enforcement and government officials to refrain
from “profiling.” Because this is the first congressional resolution
condemning “anti-Muslim bigotry,” three Muslim Congressmen – Omar,
Tlaib and Andre Carson (D-IN) – are claiming a victory in its passage.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273107/equivocating-condemnationanti-semitism-deborah-weiss

Southern Poverty Law
Centre
If there is any justice, the firing of its founder
should to launch the collapse and liquidation of the
Southern Poverty Law Center
Maybe Dees was fired for sexual or racial infractions, but my strong
suspicion is that control of the half billion dollars in assets is the real issue.
A pot of money that big attracts a lot of devious people, and it would seem
that a lot of devious people have found a home over the years at the SPLC.
Few private organizations can match the Southern Poverty Law Center
when it comes to hypocrisy and malign influence, though Media Matters for
America might be close.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/03/if_there_is_an_justice_the
_firing_of_its_founder_should_to_launch_the_collapse_and_liquidation_of_
the_southern_poverty_law_center.html

Around the World
Hungary
Viktor Orbán: “Hungary is a Christian country and
not a place for multiculturalism”
“What outrages our opponents the most is the fact that in our Constitution
we have written that Hungary has Christian roots, that here there is no
place for multiculturalism, that a child has the right to a mother and a
father, and that our nation has the right to defend its borders.”
https://voiceofeurope.com/2019/03/viktor-orban-hungary-is-a-christiancountry-and-not-a-a-place-for-multiculturalism

Hungarian Government: “Europeans have a right to
know about EU’s secret plan to make the UN
Migration Compact mandatory”

Citizens of the European Union have a right to know “what secret plans the
European Commission is making behind their backs to further undermine
the continent’s security”, Szijjártó told public Kossuth Radio on Monday. He
insisted that it was “well-known” that “Brussels would cram the United
Nations’ Migration Compact down the throat of each European country”. He
noted that Hungary was the first EU member to reject the document, while
8 other countries followed suit.
https://voiceofeurope.com/2019/03/hungarian-government-europeanshave-a-right-to-know-about-eus-secret-plan-to-make-the-un-migrationcompact-mandatory/

Italy
Salvini Orders Migrant Camp Bulldozed
“Unfortunately, Italian governments over the past five years have signed
agreements [in exchange for what?] so that all these ships disembark
immigrants in Italy,” Salvini said in 2018. With our government, the music
has changed and will change. I refuse to spend 6 million euros per year
belonging to the Italian citizens.”
https://dcdirtylaundry.com/making-italy-great-again-salvini-orders-migrantcamp-bulldozed/

Tommy Robinson
One would think that the constant threats made against
Tommy Robinson would wake people up to the true nature
and lethal character of the enemy we face, when they are so
threatened by the telling of the truth. Yet even as Tommy
Robinson is defamed, vilified and marginalized, he is being
proven right by the events of every day - and the light of
the truth he tells shines more brightly all the time.

Please listen to this YouTube and you will see his passion, his
dedication, his bravery, his disgust with the system and how
he is fighting for not only his own children but your children
and your grandchildren as well.
The Verdict – A Completely Corrupt System!
So today was the final day of my court case against Cambridgeshire Police.
I took them to court with only one intention, which was to have them
accept accountability for the police harassment and distress which they
caused to my children. I was offered TWO out of court settlements by
Cambridgeshire Police, of which I refused immediately, as this case was
never about money, this case was about proving a point, which today we
have done. We have proven that we now live in a Police state, where an
innocent man with his children on a day out can be persecuted, targeted
and harassed with the FULL sanction of the British Court.
https://www.tr.news/cambridge-costs/

United Kingdom
Katie Hopkins on the jihadi bride Shamima Begum
“This is not your home anymore sweetie. When you left to join the enemy
you gave up your right to call Britain your home.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PPHTVvd0-TI

Katie Hopkins on ISIS Girl Shamima Begum and
her Supporters
“It’s time we put British children first. Sorry – no sympathy for you
Shamima.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DNLiCEMv_78

A Month of Multiculturalism in Britain: February
2019
There is "a lot of anecdotal data" which shows that female genital
mutilation (FGM) is increasingly being performed on babies and infants in
the UK, according to FGM expert and attorney Dr. Charlotte Proudman. She

added that it was "almost impossible to detect" as the girls were not yet in
school or at nursery, thus making it difficult for any public authority to
become aware of it. Proudman added that the lack of prosecutions for FGM
is due in part to concerns by doctors and police over being accused of
racism.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13862/multiculturalism-britain-february

United States
Rep. Louie Gohmert: The Democrats' 'hate' resolution
and the truth about why I voted against it
We took a principled stand against specific rank anti-Semitism. Any
officeholder, reporter, radio or television show, organization or network,
that fails to explain the loudly and often articulated reason for our “No”
vote is as cowardly and dishonest as those in Germany who allowed that
early type of anti-Semitism to grow unrestrained. It needs to be drug out
into the light of day and condemned. Otherwise, in reality, “NEVER AGAIN”
means “IT’S COMING BACK!”
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/rep-louie-gohmert-the-democrats-hateresolution-and-the-truth-about-why-i-voted-against-it

Other Articles
Child Islamic State Killers
For the first time since the Islamic State was founded in the summer of
2014, a high-ranking emir now reveals details of the IS children’s army.
They are called Ashbal al-Khilafa. Most are children of Syrians, but there
are also foreign members,” says Abu Abboud al-Raqqawi. These children
are not used in the war now. A few are selected as suicide bombers, but
the rest are saved for the coming war against the West. They are more
brutal than the adult members.
https://vladtepesblog.com/2019/03/10/child-islamic-state-killers/#more103862

EU: Telling Europeans What to Think
Europeans evidently now need the further indispensable guidance of the
European Commission to learn how properly to navigate, read and
interpret the news, whether the source is traditional or digital. How and
why it became the business of the EU bureaucracy to teach Europeans
what to read and think remains somewhat obscure. Warning against
Islamic terrorism, according to the French judicial system, is not only
criminal but apparently represents a psychological aberration. Le Pen could
face up to three years in prison and a fine of €75,000 ($85,000).
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13864/eu-media-literacy

The United Nations is losing staggering sums to
corruption, mismanagement and bad decisionmaking
Let me take you on a short UN safari around the world, beginning and
ending in Washington, D.C., to see just how effectively the United Nations
spends our tax dollars. Every year, Canadian taxpayers contribute millions
of dollars to the UN and there is no sign that this practice will end. Our
government leaders ignore the mounting evidence of systemic UN
corruption, examples of which can be found all over the media.
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/geoffrey-clarfield-the-united-nations-islosing-staggering-sums-to-corruption-mismanagement-and-bad-decisionmaking

OK, I'm Angry...I'm Tired of The Stupid Left!
I am sick and tired of the Left in this country. They are a bunch of cry
babies with the intelligence of a gnat. They preach love and tolerance and
hate everyone. I am sick and tired of secular liberal college professors, who
couldn’t survive 24 hours in the real world, telling me how to live. They say
they teach higher education when, in reality, it’s lower education than my
grade school. They are so dumb that they haven’t even figured out that in
a world they would create, they would be the first eliminated. Yes, I have a
MAGA hat and plan on wearing it. If anyone thinks I’m a hater, they would
be right. I hate stupidity.

https://canadafreepress.com/article/ok-im-angry...im-tired-of-the-stupidleft

YouTubes
Christine Williams on “The Savage Nation”
discusses “The Threat of Omar and Tlaib.
In her recent appearance on "The Savage Nation," Frontpage Associate
Editor Christine Williams discusses The Threat of Omar and Tlaib and
unveils what these new Muslim House Reps are really telling us with their
hateful rhetoric. Christine also takes on the question: Can Islam be
Modernized and Reformed?
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273128/christine-williams-savagenation-discusses-threat-frontpagemagcom

Glazov Moment: Amazon Bans Tommy Robinson’s
Book.
As the child of soviet dissidents, we escaped the Soviet Union but now it
has come to us. We are living in Kafkaesque times. Amazon has now
banned Tommy’s book on the Koran.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xqJwSWxa728

Katie Hopkins: Where Is the Homeland for Western
Europeans?
Katy Hopkins is currently filming a documentary about the state of western
Europe due to globalist policies that have been enacted for decades. Katy
joins David Knight to discuss the future for Europeans that increasingly
don't recognize their own "homeland".
https://www.brighteon.com/6011354856001?fbclid=IwAR0ZdIkrd5Ven6ZY
eR9MlLIAs1eRiLGWUaQCSYotufmVjqWo3_xfW5XSN0c

Please forward this Newsletter to others.
There is STRENGTH in numbers.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/act-for-canadanewsletter

https://www.actforcanada.ca/donate/
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